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MEASURE DENSITY OF SOME SETS 
MILAN PASTEKA 
(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec) 
A B S T R A C T . In this paper, measurability and Buck's measure density of some 
sets of positive integers are studied. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The aim of this paper is to determine the value of density of some sets of 
positive integers. Denote by N the set of all positive integers. For A C N and 
x > 0 put A(x) = \{k G A; k <x}\. The value 
d(A) = limsup 
will be called the upper asymptotic density of A. If there exists the limit 
d(A) = lim ^ , 
x—• oo x 
we say that A has the asymptotic density, and the value d(A) is called as-
ymptotic density. This notion is well known [HAR; p. 269]. Another type of the 
density of a subset of N was introduced in 1946 by R . C . B u c k [BUC] in the 
following way: 
Put a + (m) = {a + k • m, k. = 0 , 1 , . . . } , for m £ N and a nonnegative 
integer. Then the value 
i/'(A) = inf |£-L. ; AC U ^ + K ) l 
I i=l % l<i<k J 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 11B05. 
K e y w o r d s : Asymptotic density, Measure density. 
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will be called the measure density of A. Clearly 
d(A)<u*(A), (1) 
for A C N. Moreover, the class of sets 
Vv = {AcN; v*(A) + v*(N\A) = l} 
is an algebra of sets, the restriction v = v* £> is a finitely additive measure 
on Vv and v(A) = d(A) for each A G Vv (cf. [PAS1]). Sets from Vv will be 
called measurable. Clearly, each set a + (m) belongs to Vv. We shall write (m) 
instead of 0 + (m). Remark that the standard notation for measure density in 
[BUC] is fi. But we shall use this symbol for Mobius function. 
Den s i ty of sets wi thou t a certain type of d ivisors 
In what follows, let P be a subset of the set of prime numbers. We start with 
calculation of the density of the following set 
Q ( n , P ) = { a e N ; VpeP pn\a}. 
If n = 2 and P is the set of all prime numbers, then this set is the well-known set 
of square free integers (cf. [HAR; p . 269] and a lot of books about the elementary 
number theory.) Later we shall study measurability and the measure density of 
other type of sets given by divisibility. 
In this part we prove following statement: 
THEOREM 1. For n > 1 and P a subset of the prime numbers we have 
(a) d(Q(n,P))= n ( l - - U . 
pGP V P J 
(b) „'(Q(n,P)) = n ( l - 4 r ) . 
p€PV P ' 
(c) The set Q(n, P ) for n > 1 is measurable if and only if the set P is 
finite. Moreover, if P is infinite, then v* (N \ Q(ra, P) ) = 1. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we shall use following results. Denote M ( P ) the 
set of all positive integers which are divisible only by primes from P . Clearly 
M ( P ) is a semigroup which contains 1, and satisfies the following property 
V a e M ( P ) , beN; b\a => beM(P). 
Let /i be the well-known Mobius function, then the above implication gives for 
1 < a G M(P) 
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LEMMA 1. Let F, G be functions, defined on (0, oo). Then for x > 0 
f(*)= EG(f) ~G(z)= E ^ ( f ) 
n < x n < x 
n € M ( P ) nGM (P) 
P r o o f . The statement can be verified by an easy computation using (2). 
Remark that Lemma 1 is an easy generalization of summation formula cf. 
[HAR; p. 237]. The following statement gives a possibility to use Lemma 1 for a 
direct calculation of rf(Q(n, P ) ) . 




P r o o f . Consider b £ M ( P ) . Let Sb be the set of all numbers from the set 
{ 1 , . . . , yn} for which bn is their greatest divisor from the set {an ; a £ M ( P ) } . 
Clearly these sets are disjoint and 
{ l , . . . , y n }= U 5 * . 
b<y 
bЄM(P) 
Hence it is enough to prove \Sb\ = Q[ 4rr) • This equation can be easily verified 
if we take into account that 
a e S ь ^=> a = k-bnЛkєQ, к <Ц- . 
bn 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 1. Lemma 1 gives for Q = Q ( n , P ) 






yП E ^ = П ( I - £ ) + Ø ( E T Й 
. < J / П p < y n \ b>?yn / 
bЄM(P) PЄP bЄM(P) 
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For y —> oc we obtain part (a) of Theorem. 
For the proof of part (b) , we shall recall some facts from the theory of 
polyadic numbers. The ring of polyadic numbers was constructed in 1960 by 
E . V . N o v o s e l o v [NOV], as a completion of the set N with respect to a 
special metric given by divisibility. Denote this ring by f ] . There exists a uniquely 
determined Haar probability measure TT on this ring. If (m) is a principal ideal 
in Q generated by m € N, then for each class a + (m) 
7r(a + (m)) - — (3) 
m 
holds (cf. [NOV]). Further it will be important that for a set S C N we have 
[OKU], [PAS] 
I/*(-5) = T T ( 5 ) , (4) 
where S is a topologic closure of S. A class a + (m) is an open set, [NOV]. Put 
Q = Q(n, P ) for n > 1. Clearly 
Qcn\ |J(Pn), 
pGP 
and by (4) 
v*(Q) = *(Q)<*(n\ \J(Pn- (5) 
peP 
Considering (3) and Exclusion-inclusion principle we obtain 
pGP 7 pGP 
which implies the statement (b) according to part (a) and (5). 
Clearly Q ( n , P ) = N \ (J (pn). This yields Q(n, P ) G ^ if P is finite. Let 
peP 
P be infinite. Consider an arithmetic progression a + (m). There exists such 
p E P that (m,p) == 1. Hence 
p^m) = 1 (mod m ) . 
And so a -p* ( m ) ' n e a + (m) H (N\Q(n , P ) ) . This implies that N \ Q ( n , P ) has a 
nonempty intersection with arbitrary arithmetic progression and so 
z /* (N \Q(n ,P ) ) = 1 (cf. [PAS1]). The proof of (c) is complete. • 
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Measurab i l i ty a n d measure dens i ty of two types of sets 
Let p be a prime number. The arithmetical function ap is defined in the 
following way: 
ap(n) — max jk ; p
k \ n} 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . . Put Tk = {n; ap(n) = k) . Clearly Tk = (p
k) \ (pk+1) and so 
Tk e Vv and v(Tk) = ^ ~ ~^TT' 
In the sequel we shall determine the measure density of the sets 
M p = { n e N ; ap(n)\n} 
for an arbitrary prime number p. The asymptotic density of these sets is deter-
mined in [SAL]. 
THEOREM 2. For each prime number p we have that Mp 6 T>v and 
OO j + 1 
p2 U (p* - i r 
We shall use the following statements: 
THEOREM A. Let {Hi} be a system of disjoint measurable sets. Let 
l im . - (Û_ / . )=0 . 
V k=n 7 
OO 
Then the set H = | J Hk belongs to Vv and 
k=i 
(
OO ч OO 
Żc = l ' k = l 
P r o o f . See [PAS1]. 
LEMMA 3. For arbitrary prime number p there holds 
oo _, OO j + 1 
y- £___-_• = _____!. y- w p* -1 
Z-, k.pk-ap(k)+l p2 Z_, &(Ip>_1y 
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P r o o f . We shall use the following equation for p prime and x € [0,1): 
E X
q 1 , 1-XP /Rx 
(p,g) = l V } 
This equation can be easily verified considering that for x G [0,1) we have 
oo q 
5_ — = — log(l — x) and for p prime 
g = l 9 
oo oo 
E Xq _ V ^ ___ _ V ^ Xrp q ----— q —»— rp 
(p,g) = l g = l r = l 
Denote the sum on the left side of the statement by S. Then we have 
- oo ^ oo 
s _ P-l y ^ 1 _ P - l y ^ y ^ 1 
P f^k-pk~a*W P ^ 771* k-pk~j 
k=l ^ ^ J=0ap(k)=j 
But for j = 0 , 1 , . . . it holds ap(k) = j 4=> k = pi • q , (p, g) = 1 and so 
E l __ v~^ 1 v ^ 1 
k-vk~j ~ ^ - rJ . a -r)(P
J)q-i ~ ^ a{n^)\a 
aP(k)=j
 y (g,p) = l V Q P ( o , p ) = i QKP ) 
The statement follows now from (6). • 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2 . Clearly 
oo 
Mp = \J Bk , 
k=i 
where 
Bk = {n £ N; ap(n) = k Ak\n} 
for fc = 1,2, . . . . We show that n £ Bk if and only if n can be expressed in the 
form 
n = k • p*-°p W • m , (m, p) = 1. (7) 
This follows from the fact that Bk is the set of all positive integers which are 
divisible by k and ph and not divisible by pk+l. Condition (7) gives 
Bk - (kp
k-a^h)) \ (kpk-a^k)+1) . (8) 
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Now we can use Theorem A. Clearly, Bkx VI Bk2 — 0 for k\ ^ &2. From (8) it 
follows that Bk E Vv and 
"(B f c) = k.pl~ap(k)+l (
9) 
oo 
for k = 1, 2 , . . . . Moreover, for fc > if we get £fc C (p
K~ap^K)), thus (J £fc C 
k=K 
^pK-ap(K)y Considering the fact ap(K) = 0(logK) we obtain 
Xk=K 7 
The statement now follows from (9), Theorem A and Lemma 3. • 
If n > 1 is a positive integer, n = p*1 • . . . • p%k is the standard form of n , 
then we put h(n) — m i n { a i , . . . , an}. Define 
Mh = { n G N ; / i ( n ) | n } . 
In [S-S] it is proved that asymptotic density of Mh is 1. The following theorem 
is a stronger result. 
THEOREM 3. The set Mh is measurable and u(Mh) = 1. 
Denote Ap — Ar\ ((p) \ (p
2)) for A C N and p prime. We shall use following 
statement: 
THEOREM B . Let AC N. If v*(Ap) = 0 for each prime p, then AeVu and 
i/(i4) = 0. 
P r o o f . See [PAS2]. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3 . Put C = N \ Mh. Clearly, for each p prime 
and a £ (p) \ (p2) we have h(a) = 1. Therefore Cp = 0. The statement follows 
now from Theorem B. • 
N o t e on Can tor expans ions of posit ive in tege rs 
Let {Cn} be an increasing sequence of positive integers, such that Co = 1 
and Cn | C n+i for n = 1, 2 , . . . . It is well known that each positive integer k 
can be uniquely expressed in the form of finite Cantor series 
N 





where 0 < an(k) <
 n+1 , n = 1,2, . . . , JV , and N is such index that k < 
L'n 
Cjv+i. Clearly, the coefficients an(k) are functions of k. 
C-
Let a0,... ,an be such integers that 0 < a® < 'I*
1 , i = 1, 2 , . . . , n. Put 
^i 
b = a°0Co + '" + anCn. 
Considering that k £ b + (Cn+i) if and only if k = b (mod Cj), 0 < j < n + 1, 
we obtain 
V&eN k Gb + (C n + i ) <=> a2-(k) = az° , i = 0 , . . . , n . (11) 
This property gives possibility to establish some properties analogical to the 
properties of Cantor series of real numbers. 
C 
THEOREM 4. Let 0 < r < — S ^ ; for n fixed. Then the set F
n = {k e N; 
^n 
an(k) = r} is measurable and 
Cu+i 
P r o o f . Let bi,..., bj< be all numbers in the form 
a%C0 + • • - + a^Cn-! + rCn , 
C K 
where 0 < a° < — ^ , i = 1, 2 , . . . , n-\ . Then (11) gives F n = U b< + (Cn+1). 
C i 3 = 1 
Thus F™ is measurable. Moreover, arithmetic sequences on the right-hand side 
are disjoint and 
K - — • • °n -C 
^o c^n_i 
Hence l/(Fn) = - 4 - * - . D 
^ n + l 
Finally we shall study the following set: 
N ^ = { k e N ; 3nan(k) = r} 
for r nonnegative integer. 
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C 
THEOREM 5. Let n0 be the smallest index such that r < ™
0+ , and r < 
^ n o 
Cn+1 
^ n 
. n > no . T/ien 
0 0 • 
г/*(N\NW) = П Í1 
П = Г ) л ^ 
C n 
Gn П + l 
П = ПQ 
P r o o f . Put M = N \ N ( r ) . For n < n0 we have 
M c | J b+(Cn+i). 
b<C n + 1 , 
The number of such nonnegative integers b < C n + i , b G M , is due to (11) 
exactly 
M(Cn+1) = £- • ... • -L___ • (%±! - l) .... • (%tl _ A . 
^0 L^no-1 V °no / V ° n / 
Moreover, 
Hence 
^n+l-Ц c • 
І=0 3 




Thus for n —> 00 we obtain 
n=no x 7 
From (12) we get lim M ( C ^ + i ) = f| (l - 7 ^ - ) , and so d(M) > 
n-+oo C n + i n=n0 ^ ^n+1 / 
JJ /1 _ n J . Now from (13) and (1) we obtain the statement. • 
n=n0\ W + l / 
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PROPOSITION. Let {Cn} satisfy the following condition 
Vd e N 3n0 V n > n 0 : d\Cn. 
Let r < QfiL, for n>m. Then z/*(N(r)) = 1. 
P r o o f . Consider an arithmetic progression a + (d). Let n be such an index 
that a < Cn, d \ Cn and r < —£±L. Then a + rCn £ a + (Cn) n N<
r>. Thus 
N^r^ has a nonempty intersection with an arbitrary arithmetic progression, and 
so i/*(N(r)) = 1 (cf. [PAS1]). • 
Remark that a sequence {Cn} satisfying condition from Proposition is called 
complete (cf. [PAS1]). Theorem 5 and Proposition give: 
E x a m p l e . If Cn — n!, then N^
r^ is a measurable set for each r — 0 , 1 , . . . . 
If Cn — (n! )
a , a > 1 - an integer, then N^r) is not a measurable set. 
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